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Indian Ocean Drive
Jurien Bay to Brand Highway

In 2021, $55 million in joint
funding, (Australian Government
$44 million, and State
Government $11 million) was
committed to upgrade Indian
Ocean Drive between Jurien Bay
and Brand Highway.
The coastal towns between Jurien Bay
and Dongara are home to a large fishing
and lime sand industry. The route has
seen significant increases in traffic volumes
as it provides enhanced light vehicle
and tourist accessibility and separation
from heavy vehicles on Brand Highway.
Increases in traffic have highlighted
deficiencies in the standard of this section
of Indian Ocean Drive and the need for
widening and dedicated passing lanes
along the route.

Project Scope

The upgrade includes:

Traffic Impact

• 	65 kilometres of road upgrade;
• 	Construction of two new passing lanes;
• 	Installation of audible edge lines;
• 	Realignment of curves.

Community Benefits

Upgrades will improve road safety,
transport efficiencies, and provide a safer
route for the increase in commuter and
tourism traffic.

BEFORE

This project will be constructed in two
stages.
Stage 1 is between Jurien and Leeman.
Work includes shoulder sealing and
installation of audible edge lines.
Stage 2 is from Leeman to Brand
Highway. These upgrades include
widening, realignment, installation of
audible edge lines and two new passing
lanes.
Stage 1 will involve construction under
live traffic. Traffic management and speed
restrictions will be implemented.
The Stage 2 works require more significant
works and Main Roads is assessing the
impact of a temporary detour using
Eneabba-Coolimba Road and Brand Hwy
to minimise the environmental footprint
and reduce construction timing of the
works.

Community Information

If you are part of the local community
and would like further information please
contact Main Roads on 138 138.

AFTER

For illustrative purposes only: example of shoulder
sealing and audible edges lines on a completed
project.

You can also subscribe for updates on
the Main Roads website www.mainroads.
wa.gov.au/iod-jurien-brand

Timing

Work on Stage 1 is planned to commence
late 2022 and take approximately 5
months to complete.
Stage 2 is planned to commence late
2023.

Further information

For further information please visit the Main Roads website, where you can subscribe for updates
www.mainroads.wa.gov.au/iod-jurien-brand
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